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ABSTRACT

CRYOSTAT DESIGN

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) is in the midst of a
major facility upgrade including both a new electron storage
ring (SR) and many new insertion devices (IDs) providing xray photon beams to a new suite of experimental end
stations. Included among the new IDs are four 4.8-meter
superconducting undulator (SCU) cryostats, each containing
two 1.8-meter planar undulator magnets operating at 4.2 K in
either a phase shifted or canted configuration. We describe a
new, compact cryocooler-based cryostat design which
supports the magnets and associated subsystems and also
fits the space constraints of the SR ID straight sections. The
design is an evolution of earlier single-magnet 2-meter
cryostats, retaining some subsystem commonality while
incorporating lessons learned and several features unique to
the challenge of supporting two independently operable
undulator magnets in a single device.

 Assembly of the cold mass into the vacuum
vessel/thermal shield is performed as
follows: A) Cold mass with bolt-on support
beams is supported from leveling tables; B)
Vacuum vessel/thermal shield on rolling
transport base is moved over long support
beam; C) A third table is added to the end of
the long support beam and the middle table is
removed; D) Vacuum vessel/ thermal shield is
guided into position around cold mass; E)
 The design is an evolution of the second generation cryostat Middle table is re-introduced, end table is
developed by ANL to support a helical superconducting removed, and final cold mass-to-vacuum
undulator (HSCU) currently in use at the APS [1]. Main vessel supports are installed; F) Transfer cold
components include a Vacuum Vessel, Thermal Shield, and mass weight from tables to cold mass
Liquid Helium Reservoir. The addition of cube crosses to the supports and remove support beams.
vacuum vessel improves component access during assembly.

INTEGRATION & INSTALLATION
 A new "skeleton"-based top down modeling and integration approach has been implemented for
designs going into the new storage ring. The skeleton also provides a lightweight, top-level, easily
manipulated model of the overall SR.
 Modeling method consists of creating skeleton models that drive the dimensions and constraints of
the actual models. The skeleton models start as space claims, then progress into more detail.
 Allows groups working on different subsystems to pull information from the skeleton model and
maintain live links between interfaces preserving overall system integration.

EXPECTED PERFORMANCE
 The system is designed for zero-boil-off operation such that even during a magnet
quench the pressure does not exceed the helium reservoir relief pressure.
 For the purposes of the analysis we assume both magnets are energized and that both
magnets quench simultaneously, releasing 15 kJ of energy (7.5 kJ per magnet at full
current). Analysis predicts a peak pressure of 1109 Torr and equilibrium pressure of 928
Torr for APSU SCU. The analysis has been benchmarked against actual quench
response of existing SCUs in operation at the APS.

A plan for SCU installation was developed in a skeleton model of the SR tunnel

MOTIVATION & INTRODUCTION
 This SCU is being developed as a first article item and will
be the first of multiple SCUs to be constructed for the APS
Upgrade (APSU). The design of this SCU cryostat is an
expansion upon previous SCU cryostats developed by
ANL. Unlike previous 2 meter long SCUs, the new
undulator will occupy the entire space provided in a straight
section of the new storage ring. Using experience obtained
by building prior devices, the design will aim to preserve
some previous subsystem commonality while integrating
new features that are needed so that the device can
operate as two independent undulators or as a single
photon source. The cryostat will be a cryocooler based
design providing refrigeration at 4.2 K for the undulator
magnets and helium reservoir, 14-17 K for the beam
chamber, and about 40 K for the thermal shield.

 This “top-down” modeling method preserves space-claim envelopes for individual subsystems which
are only at the conceptual design level. Once the models progress to final design, an integration
model including all subsystem detail is created.

 The liquid helium reservoir includes support points to suspend the beam chamber between the
magnets. Once assembled, these components make up the cold mass of the SCU. The cold mass is
vertically supported at the ends at four points with the option for two additional supports located in the center
cube of the cryostat to adjust straightness. The cold mass is suspended from the outer vacuum vessel on
adjustable feed-throughs which enable final alignment and compensation of any movement or misalignment
during cool down.

 The above plot shows quench response of SCU 18-2 at the APS. At quench onset,
magnet temperature and system pressure spike rapidly indicating non-equilibrium
conditions in the LHe circuit.. Recovery time back to 760 torr operating pressure for this
SCU takes several hours. Additional cooling power in the APSU SCU design will achieve
the required goal of <1 hour recovery time.

CONCLUSIONS

Zoomed view showing a skeleton model of the SCU integrated with other APSU systems.

 The design of a new superconducting undulator for the APSU is near completion. The
main components of the cryostat (vacuum vessel, thermal shield, and liquid helium
reservoir) are already in fabrication and the remaining components are following close
behind. The design is integrated with all the required systems in the APSU SR and
resides within the APSU skeleton and global assembly models. Analyses were
performed which demonstrate that the design is suitable for fabrication/operation and
meets the project design requirements. The cryostat provides a versatile platform
capable of supporting different undulator magnet concepts and operating
parameters. Off-line testing and operational performance data will be compared to
simulations as done with previous SCUs.
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The integration model of the APSU storage ring showing how all systems
integrate together to make an accurate representation of the new machine.

